Microarray-based target identification using drug hypersensitive fission yeast expressing ORFeome.
Identification of the cellular target of small molecules is a major challenge to developing biological tools and drug leads. Here we report a novel microarray-based system for identification of the target or the target pathway of small molecules using a set of drug-hypersensitive fission yeast strains that collectively overexpress each gene in the open reading frame-ome. The major advantage of this method is that it provides genome-wide interrogation but requires a relatively small amount of the test compound. Using this system, we identified 28 genes linked to etoposide sensitivity, which included genes for the drug target topoisomerase II and other plausible factors that regulate etoposide tolerance. Thus, our approach can accelerate the process of target identification of small molecules, which has the potential to reveal highly conserved genes of clinical relevance.